Microsoft would like to target recruitment of students from MSU. Leading this particular effort, is one of our Computer Science Alumni (’86), Larry Morris, currently a Director of the Windows and Devices Group (WDG) at Microsoft. WDG specifically is growing their team and looking at MSU for new hires.

What they are looking for:

- Increase diverse hires – particularly interested in women, African, Hispanic, and Native American;
- Candidates to be trained as software engineers or data scientists in the Windows Core Group.

The WDG program is the division of Microsoft that delivers all editions of Windows (to devices like desktop and laptop PCs, phones, XBox, servers, etc.). They work on features and processes including:

- Accessibility;
- Client Experience;
- Consumer Applications;
- Customer Connection & Listening;
- Data Science;
- Database Systems (large scale non-relational data systems);
- Drivers;
- Mobile;
- Programming Languages (use them, plus build Engineering Systems);
- Security/Cryptography;
- Telemetry and Big Data analysis;
- Web Browser/Platform; and
- More!

Note: Most job placement will be located at the Redmond, WA campus

If you are interested, please send a resume to:

Mike Glass  
WDG, Microsoft  
Mike.Glass@microsoft.com

and copy: Shannon Schumacher  
s.schumacher@msuaf.org